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Eliminate Warts with Tributaries New Power Strip!
New Model Features Eight Rotating Outlets, Solving ugly ‘Wall-Wart’ Problem
Orlando, Florida, February 28, 2008—Tributaries® Cable, the leader in high-value,
high-performance cable, wire, and accessory solutions, brings its newest problemsolver to market. The T12 Power Strip easily solves the problem of what to do with all
those unsightly bulky AC plugs, also known as wall-warts!
®

Offering the ultimate in flexibility, the Tributaries T12 features twelve outlets of which
eight can be rotated up to 90 degrees. In a compact, convenient package, the T12
offers a highly effective 4320 joules of surge suppression and noise filtering for AC
power, and signal-line protection for telecomm (RJ-11), network (RJ-45), and cable,
antenna, and satellite (F-connector) signals.
®

Every bit as important, the Tributaries T12 delivers high-level protection from surge,
overvoltage, and powerline noise or electromagnetic interference. Surge protection is
employed across all three legs of the AC circuit, with voltage-spike protection to 6
kilovolts and peak current-spike handling up to 192 kiloamps. Electromagnetic
Interference (EMI) noise filtering applies up to 58dB of power-cleaning suppression over
a range from 150kHz to 100MHz.

The T12 is extremely consumer-friendly. In a world of complicated electronics, the T12
redefines simplicity by incorporating a pair of LEDs indicating the status of its operation.
The blue “Grounded” LED will illuminate when the electrical system is properly
grounded; the red “Protected” LED, when lit, shows the AC surge protection is operating
properly. Additionally, the T12 is rated for heavy duty use at 15 amps for up to 1875
watts of load, offering plenty of coverage for an entire high-performance home theater
system.

®

The Tributaries T12 power-strip is equipped with a fixed, high-quality, three-prong IEC
power cord and comes with one each telephone, network, and coaxial (F-connector)
cables. This new model features a $25,000 warranty for connected equipment and a
three-year warranty on parts and labor. To provide the assurance of safe operation, the
T12 has been granted 8 separate UL® certifications and is RoHS compliant.

The T12 is available now with an MSRP of $120.
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About Tributaries
®
Established in 1991 in Orlando, Florida, Tributaries is an acknowledged leader in the design,
production, and distribution of high-quality audio and video interconnect cables, speaker wires,
accessories, and electronics. The company prides itself on its customer service, and has won
the CE industry magazine Inside Track Supplier Loyalty Awards a total of ten times in the past
eleven years.
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Tributaries is a wholly owned subsidiary of Gordon J. Gow Technologies, Inc.
For more information, please visit www.tributariescable.com.
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